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Block Overhead
The multishift block solver promotes all

Block Speed-up
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Fig.3 || X - X* || vs Dirac op calls / npf : 24 , m=0.00227
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Fig.1 |F| vs npf: 8 , nf=4, beta=5.12, m=0.002
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sulting in a signicant (up to
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Fig.2 Block Dirac operator speed-up over non-block: 32
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This variance dominates the rms force  see
Fig.1  which determines how large the step
size can be in the integrator, so increasing
allows a

larger step size to be used.
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tions  see Fig.3.
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One complication is numerical stability, in
particular if the matrix of residuals becomes
badly conditioned the block algorithm can
break down, but this issue was resolved by
adding a QR decomposition of this residual
matrix at each iteration [4].
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Conclusions
RHMC with multiple pseudofermions and

Krylov basis
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i iterations from the
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Another issue is that all vectors need to
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memory required by the algorithm compared

Block Solvers
A Krylov solver iteratively solves

compared to the

which results in an extra factor

5
speed-up

and a variance that is suppressed by

O(npf )

Here we use a

multishift variant of block CG with this
QR decomposition of the residuals matrix [5].
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block solvers has several attractive features:

• More pseudofermions result in a
smaller rms fermion force, allowing a larger integrator step
size to be used.
• Fewer matrixvector operations are required to invert the
Dirac operator for each of these
steps.
• The block Dirac operator has a
higher op rate due to caching
of the gauge links and cache locality of the pseudofermion elds.
• Possibly faster Monte Carlo
dynamics  under study.

